Off-label use of medicinal products in oncology: exercising due diligence or experimental activity?
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One of the primary responsibilities of a physician is to diagnose and treat diseases with due diligence. Exercising due diligence in treatment process involves, among others, the use of optimal diagnostic, therapeutic and follow-up management in accordance with the current state of medical knowledge. Each medicinal product has the Summary of Product Characteristics which defines, among others, registered indications, the age group for which the product is registered, the dosing scheme, and route of administration of the product. Polish law does not refer directly to the admissibility of products that use off-label nor does it include regulations forbidding such activities. Considering a number of problems associated with products which use off-label and, on the other hand, commonness of such activities, it is necessary to introduce legal regulations defining the legitimacy and admissibility of such methods of proceeding.
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Introduction

According to article 4 of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist [1], one of the fundamental responsibilities of a physician is to diagnose and treat diseases with due diligence. Within due diligence, a physician is obliged to apply available methods and means of preventing, diagnosing, and treating diseases, including especially, those being optimal procedures in time offering the best chances of treatment success. Often it requires the use of medicinal products discordant with the provisions of the Summary of Product Characteristics (SPC), for instance, due to the lack of medicinal products registered in a particular indication or in a specified age group. Exercising due diligence in the treatment process involves, among others, applying optimal diagnostic, therapeutic, and follow-up management in line with the current state of medical knowledge. The authors state that current medical knowledge should be understood as reflecting recent guidelines, management schemes, and treatment standards formulated by scientific societies and groups of experts, as well as applying the elements of evidence based medicine (EBM) as a supplementary factor.

The issue of due diligence is directly referred to article 355 of the Civil Code [41] stating that “the debtor is obliged to perform generally required diligence in relationships of a particular type (due diligence)”. In the physician-patient relationship, a physician becomes the stipulated debtor and, at the same time, guarantor of the patient’s life and health which binds a physician to undertake any actions focused on the intended objective. The ground for these actions is undoubtedly due diligence understood as treatment implementation based on the current medical knowledge supplemented with EBM. The element of due diligence is, among others, the implementation of pharmacological therapy with the use of medicinal products...
in an optimized manner and adjusted to the individual needs of the patient. According to article 2 item 32 of the Pharmaceutical Law Act [2], a “medicinal product” should be understood “as a substance or a combination of substances presented as owning properties to prevent or treat diseases in humans or animals or administered to diagnose or restore, improve or modify the physiological functions of an organism through pharmacological, immunological or metabolic activities”.

Each medicinal product has the Summary of Product Characteristics (SPC) which determines, among others, registered indications, the age group for which the product was registered, dosage regimen, and route of administration of the product. In clinical practice medicinal products are also used beyond SPC provisions (off-label use) which is a result of, among others, constantly developing medical knowledge, a patient’s individual needs and strictly formal reasons – i.e. the lack of verification of SPC content which was established several or a dozen or so years earlier. Off-label use of medicinal products implies a number of questions of a legal nature, including the admissibility and legal compliance of such activity, and the responsibility of health care professionals regarding negative effects arising from initiation or continuation of off-label treatment.

Aim
The aim of this paper is to analyze the admissibility of off-label use of medicinal products in oncology and to indicate whether such activity should be identified as exercising due diligence or rather as an experimental activity. The subsidiary aim is to indicate a physician’s responsibility to provide information on treatment implemented off-label before its commencement. The paper deliberately omits principles of responsibility associated with the use of medicinal products discordant with the provisions of the Summary of Product Characteristics. Given the extensiveness of the subject associated with physician responsibility due to off-label use of drugs, a separate paper should be dedicated to this issue.

Material and methods
This paper uses analysis of the provisions of the law, the present position of the doctrine, and jurisprudence. The material involves current legal regulations referring to conducting therapeutic experiments, principles of using medicinal products as well as principles of expressing consent to treatment. The fundamental material was complemented by the positions grounded in the doctrine and content of the current Polish Courts’ Case Law on the use of medicinal products beyond SPC provisions.

Admissibility of off-label use of medicinal products in oncology
In many fields of medicine, off-label use of medicinal products constitutes a typical and completely acceptable activity in light of current medical knowledge. According to the WHO, half of all drugs available on the worldwide pharmaceutical market is at least incidentally used in a manner not stated in the instructions [3]. In 1997, the FDA defined this method of therapy as “off-label use” referring to the use of drugs in unregistered indications, in a dosage or scheme varying from SPC provisions, or in a population for which the drug was not registered [4].

The Summary of Product Characteristics is created based on the European Parliament and Council Directive 2001/83/WE on community code referring to medicinal products used in humans [5] and the Pharmaceutical Law Act [2]. The information included in SPC is the result of clinical trials conducted for registration of a particular drug. Article 11 section 1 items 1–13 of the Pharmaceutical Law Act [2], includes a list of information necessary to include in the content of the summary of product characteristics. The most important include: clinical data involving indications for use, dosage and route of administration, contraindications, special warnings and precautions for use, interactions with other medicinal products or other forms of interactions, use during pregnancy and breast-feeding, effects on the ability to drive and use machinery, adverse reactions, overdose and antidotes, pharmacological properties, pharmacological data on, among others, expiry date, special precautions for storage, name and address of marketing authorization holder. The listing of all SPCs for drugs authorized for use is available on the website of the Office for Registration of Medicinal Products, Medical Devices and Biocidal Products (URPL) [6].

The literature indicates the following off-label drug use amounts: 7.5–15% in typical outpatient internal indication, 30–50% in oncology patients and even 90% in the case of neonatology and pediatric oncology. Off-label use is especially common in the field of pediatrics, oncology, dermatology, hematology, and palliative care [7]. Review of the literature concerning off-label use of drugs in oncology indicates that it is common practice used with various intensity by oncologists around the world.

The authors M.M. Saiyed, P.S. Ong, and L. Chew indicate that the use of drugs beyond registration indications in hospitalized oncology patients varied between 18% and 41% [8]. Among adult patients with cancer, 13–71% received at least one off-label chemotherapy. Major reasons for off-label drug use was the lack of product registration in the treatment of diseases diagnosed in a patient, or the necessity to retreat from the dosage scheme indicated in the SPC [8]. The scale of needs for off-label treatment in oncology is depicted by research conducted by A.K. Herbrand, A.M. Schmitt, M. Briel, et al. in years 2015–2018. Research conducted in a Swiss population demonstrated that 45% of first line treatment cases in a group of 3046 patients treated for cancer was associated with a decision to implement off-label treatment [9]. In a study published in 2021, Japanese researchers demonstrated that diseases most commonly treated off-label were sarcoma, urologic cancers, and gastrointestinal cancers [10]. Research conducted in Peter
MacCallum Cancer Centre in Australia demonstrated that prescribing beyond registered indications is prevalent in patients hospitalized due to acute cancer wherein approximately 22% of all prescriptions concern off-label or unlicensed drugs [11]. Off-label use in oncological treatment is also prevalent in Germany [12] and France [13].

It should be emphasized that, beside oncology, off-label therapy is prevalent in the pediatric and neonatology population. Research conducted in Europe indicates that at least one third of hospitalized children and up to 90% of infants treated in neonatal intensive care units are administered off-label treatment [14].

Polish literature [15] distinguishes four cases of the use of drugs beyond strictly registered indications, involving the use of:

- a medicinal product in a manner or with the route of administration which was not stated in the Summary of Product Characteristics,
- a drug in line with registered indication in patients for whom dosage was not determined,
- a drug in an indication which was not listed in the Summary of Product Characteristics but for which reliable data confirming its safety and efficacy exist,
- a drug in a new indication which is not yet supported by evidence, but for which there are scientific foundations allowing to expect its efficacy and safety.

In the opinion of I. Vrancken, the notion of off-label use should be primarily understood as the use of drugs in the population which was not stated in the SPC as well as discordant with the registered indication [16]. The literature also items out that the use of drugs beyond SPC may stand for the use of a drug in a different age group, other doses or discordant with the purpose [17]. In the opinion of the authors, off-label use of medicinal products should be divided into two categories:

- off-label use of medicinal products in the primary meaning – i.e. the use of products discordant with the registered indications (beyond registered indications), or in an age group for which the drug was not registered,
- off-label use of medicinal products in the secondary meaning – i.e. the use of products in different dosing schemes or route of administration as well as the modification of other SPC provisions.

The literature referring to the legal aspects of the use of medicinal products beyond SPC defines off-label use also as the use of a product discordant with the approved product information, as well as the implementation of treatment in a different manner than that stated in the patient information leaflet (PIL) [18].

Regarding the meaning of the Summary of Product Characteristics, the Court of Appeal in Warsaw in its judgement on 14.02.2014 [19] emphasized that “SPC is one of the crucial documents in marking authorization procedure for medical products, it contains data of a manufacturer, composition, action, posology and any identified risks associated with the use of a particular product, however it is not of a normative nature, but rather informative one concluding the state of knowledge on this product in a particular moment. Considering continuous development in medical knowledge, a physician must have appropriate license to adjust the use of drugs to current achievements of medicine and the needs of a particular patient”.

On the other hand, the Supreme Court in the judgement of 24.11.2011 [20] referred to the relationship of SPC provisions to a physician’s decision on drug dosage. The Supreme Court stated that: “a physician’s entitlement to prescribe a dosage regimen recognized as appropriate, arises from the fact that he makes therapeutic decisions and is responsible for them, therefore, in any event, he cannot be bound by a dosing regimen determined in the summary of product characteristics. A physician’s decision on dosage regimen must consider the individual needs determined by the health state of a particular patient and other professionally assessed circumstances; if it was to be otherwise § 8 section 1 item 2 of the Regulation of the Minister of Health of 17.05.2007 would be completely redundant or would lead to the absurd conclusion that a physician is obliged to automatically duplicate only the dosage regimen determined in the summary of product characteristics”.

A similar statement was issued by the Supreme Court in the resolution of 26.10.2011 [21], emphasizing that “article 45 of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist of 5.12.1996 (…) and article 10 section 1 item 11 and article 11 section 1 item 4 of the Pharmaceutical Law Act of 6.09.2001, do not lay the foundation to assume that a physician is bound by the dosage regimen included in the summary of the product characteristics”.

The presented jurisprudence indicates that SPC provisions are only of a formal nature and in each case do not guarantee proceeding in line with the current medical knowledge. The doctrine mentions that the medical knowledge resulting from research must be publicly released in a verifiable form, so as to allow not only control and possible criticism of the accuracy of the applied method, but also the replication of research in line with the proposed method in order to compare the obtained results [22].

At the same time, the literature emphasizes that “no regulation requires that, for valid and efficient execution of a physician’s competence to prescribe a drug (in any form), a medical product is prescribed in line with registered indications” and “there are no detailed rules to limit a physician’s right to prescribe a medicinal product of his choice, naturally considering the diagnostic and therapeutic findings in a particular case, maintaining the legal and non-legal directives for physician’s due diligence. This conclusion also applies to therapies with medicinal products used beyond registered indications” [23].

Although, the law neither excludes nor limits off-label use of drugs, the authors state that SPC provisions should not be
subject to arbitrary and unlimited modification, especially in terms of non-adherence to registered indications incorporated in the SPC. It should be considered inherent to distinguish the primary meaning of off-label use, which should be understood as non-adherence to registered indications or the use of a product in an age group other than that indicated in the SPC, from its secondary meaning which should be identified as a change of dosage regimen, route of administration, or change of other conditions for drug use expressed in the SPC. As far as a change of route of administration or modification of dosage regimen can be justified by the individual specificity of a disease or a patient’s individual traits, the use of drugs beyond registered indications should be justified by the need to save life or health. The authors' opinion correlates with the position of American oncologists; they emphasize that in cases when previously used medicinal products registered in oncological treatment do not have the expected outcome, the implementation of off-label treatment is admissible [24]. Moreover, as recent studies have shown, off-label use has not only a positive, but also a negative impact on the health of oncological patients [25]. The authors indicate the following, among others, indications for use of medicinal products beyond the SPC:

- direct threat to the life or health of a patient,
- exhaustion of the available and registered medicinal products and no expected outcome of therapy,
- the lack of medicinal products registered in a particular indication in the specified age group.

Automatic decision-making on the implementation of treatment beyond SPC without consideration. The point was to indicate analysing conditions given in a certain situation can represent the adoption of practice of drug use incompatible with the registration as a rule, as well as an increase of health risks associated with the use of drugs discordant with their formal registration. Admissibility of automatic use of off-label drugs emerges in a situation in which such possibility is foreseen by an announcement of the Minister of Health on the list of reimbursed medicines, foods for medical purposes and medical devices [26]. In specific cases, the refund announcement allows to prescribe a reimbursed medicine, even though the medicine is not registered in the indications concerned. Although it is the exception to the rule, according to which reimbursement corresponds with registered indications, the announcement does not refer to single use of off-label therapy. In the case when column no 13 of the appendix to the reimbursement announcement named “reimbursement indications beyond registration” includes specified units not included in the SPC, a drug can be prescribed with reimbursement in spite of not being registered in these indications [27]. The situation regarding off-label use of medicinal products based on drug programs is similar. Drug programs constitute the appendix to the reimbursement announcement which determines their binding nature. This means that a physician using a medicinal product beyond the SPC, in line with the drug program guidelines, is not subject to liability due to making such a decision and his activity is identified as exercising due diligence and fulfilling his obligations associated with the initiation of treatment of a patient qualified to the drug program [28].

**Off-label drug use and regulations for medical experiments**

Off-label use of medicinal products in its primary meaning should not be identified with a medical experiment in the true meaning of this concept. According to article 21 section 2 of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist [1]: “a medical experiment is the implementation of novel or only partially tested diagnostic, medical or prophylactic methods to achieve direct health benefit in a patient. It can be conducted if previously applied methods are not efficient or not sufficiently efficient (…).” The medical experiments category includes research experiments. According to article 2 section 3 of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist [1]: “a research experiment primarily aims at expanding medical knowledge (…).” Administration of an off-label drug does not have such an aim, however, in practice, it may enrich medical knowledge. Therefore, the use of drugs beyond the SPC in order to achieve optimal therapeutic effect cannot be in principle identified as a research experiment activity.

Regardless of whether a medical experiment is regarded as being of therapeutic or research in nature, eo ipso such activities contribute to the expansion of medical knowledge (especially evident in the case of research experiments). Administering a particular patient an off-label drug does not have such an aim (although in practice it may enrich medical knowledge).

The fundamental difference between a medical experiment and the use of medicinal products beyond SPC, in the primary meaning, is the fact that activities of an experimental nature are entirely novel or only partially tested. On the other hand, the use of medicinal products discordant with registration indications is, in principle, an activity having its foundations in EBM, medical literature, and guidelines of teams of experts. Due to the safety of use specified by EBM, off-label drug use should be identified with regular medical service which is not a medically experimental. At the same time, it should be remembered that the regular health service, i.e. not experimental in nature, can be associated with an increased risk of a negative impact on a patient’s life or health. The literature emphasizes that activity of an experimental nature cannot be identified with regular therapeutic activity [29]. What is more, the literature indicates that: “(…) only research activities conducted in line with generally accepted principles for scientific research, especially in strictly defined, purposefully chosen, precisely controlled conditions allowing for multiple replication, can be called medical experiment. Therefore unplanned, single use of a novel or unconventional treatment method applied by a physician to save a patient’s life or health is not
a medical experiment” [30]. In the authors' opinion, the medical experiment catalogue, within the meaning of provisions of chapter 4 of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist [1] (medical experiments) does not include single activities aiming at the protection of a patient's life or health in urgent cases, understood as all the cases in which the risk of loss of life, severe body injury or severe disorder of health occurs. As literal wording of article 30 of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist states: “a physician is obliged to provide medical aid in all cases when a delay in its provision could cause a risk of life loss, severe body injury or severe disorder of health” [1]. Therefore, the activities a physician is obliged to undertake in line with article 30 of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist [1] must not be identified with a medical experiment, which is due to the procedure of their implementation (urgent case), the nature of the activity (prophylactic, medical, and diagnostic activities), and the specifics of risk associated with refraining from the implementation of optimal methods of medical procedure (loss of life, severe body injury).

At the same time, urgent cases and measures should not be identified with an experiment carried out in conditions of an urgent cases and measures. In accordance with article 25a item 2 and 5 of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist [1], a medical experiment can be conducted without the participant's consent if the following conditions are met: "an urgent case occurs and due to the necessity to undertake immediate action, it is impossible to obtain consent for participation in the medical experiment from a legal representative of the participant or judicial authorization within a sufficiently short period of time", and "the experiment's participant […] he and his legal representative will receive all significant information regarding participation in this experiment in the shortest period of time possible." However, it should be emphasized that all actions bearing the marks of a medical experiment in the understanding of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist can only be conducted after previously obtained positive opinion of the Bioethics Committee – article 29 section 1 of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist [1]. The above analysis clearly demonstrates that incidental medical activities aiming at saving life or health in urgent cases are not medical experiments, even if their nature is innovative, atypical or uncommon.

Assuming that the use of drugs beyond SPC is not of an experimental nature is crucial, among others, from the perspective of the obligation to conclude liability insurance by the entity conducting the experiment. According to article 23c section 1 of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist [1], the experimenting entity is obliged to conclude a separate liability insurance agreement covering the experiment's participant and a person who can be directly influenced by the effects of the experiment. Exception from the obligation to conclude liability insurance is defined in article 23c section 2 of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist [1], stating that conducting a medical experiment in spite of lack of liability insurance is only admissible in the case of a need for the experiment in urgent mode or in the case when the life of the experiment's participant is threatened.

According to § 2 of the Ordinance of the Minister of Finance, Funds and Regional Policy on compulsory civil liability insurance of the body carrying out the medical experiment [31], third party liability insurance is covered by the civil liability of the body carrying out the medical experiment for damage caused by its action or negligence to the participant and the person whose effects may be directly affected by the experiment, in connection with the medical experiment being carried out. As is indicated in the doctrine “both – the Pharmaceutical Law Act (article 37 b section 2 item 6) and the Act on Medical Devices (article 40 section 4 item 6) introduced a requirement to conclude mandatory liability insurance for damages caused due to conducting clinical trials. This resolution can be justified by the protection of participants' rights, for whom in case of a damage due to experimental activities, compensation would be guaranteed. However, application of these regulations is limited to research activities regulated pursuant to current acts. Therefore, it was demanded to unify these solutions and introduce them to chapter 4 of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist. Such a regulation was placed in the added article 23 c which imposes such an obligation” (…) [32].

The use of medical products incompatible with SPC records does not constitute a medical experiment, if implementation of treatment aims at protecting the life or health of patients, instead of, for example, only observation of drug activity. In case of medical off-label use of medicinal products, provisions of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist on medical experiments have no appropriate application, therefore no obligation for concluding liability insurance by the entity which initiates and conducts such therapy occurs.

It should be emphasized that the use of medicinal products discordant with SPC represents exercising due diligence, provided that such activity constitutes optimal therapeutic management.

The issue of the lack of due diligence in treatment process was addressed by the Court of Appeal in Krakow in its judgment of 12.10.2007 [33], emphasizing that "it is a physician's fault not to exercise the highest degree of due diligence which is possible at currently used methods of treatment of a particular disease (…)." The use of medicinal products beyond SPC constitutes due diligence, provided that such activity is commonly accepted and applied, as well as being in line with the current state of medical knowledge.

According to P. Kwinta "continuous development in medical sciences (…) leads to the situation in which the information included in SPC, being a primary document required for drug
registration, in some circumstances can be out-of-date" [34]. Both doctrine and judicature refer to the issues of the use of medicinal products discordant with registration provisions, however these issues are not treated in a uniform manner. Also, they are not directly regulated by the law.

**Obligation to provide information in case of off-label drug use**

In case of decision on off-label use of a drug a physician is obliged to inform a patient on possible results and complications of planned procedure, including alternative types of therapeutic management.

The obligation to provide information specified in article 31 section 1 of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist [1] requires that a physician provides, among others, information on the potential negative effects associated with a proposed treatment, the available alternative methods of proceeding, as well as the possible negative effects resulting from treatment initiation withdrawal. This issue becomes especially significant in cases where a physician proceeds discordant with SPC provisions, for the patient must know that such a method will be used and why a physician has decided to apply it. In the case where a patient accepts the offered nonstandard therapeutic management, they assume the risk associated with off-label drug administration. However, it is crucial to clarify the predictable consequences (favorable and unfavorable for the patient) of such a method of prescribing drugs [42–45]. The current case law states that once a patient is properly informed, he assumes the risk associated with the undertaken activities, under the condition that a "medical error", resulting in negative consequences, is not made by the physician [46, 47].

The literature emphasizes that the obligation to provide information is not limited to the level of information considered important by a physician, but a patient [35]. Due to the specificity and scope of results possibly occurring in treatment beyond the SPC, such activities should be identified as high-risk activities which highlights the importance of the obligation to provide information. In the authors' opinion, the risk of off-label treatment can be identified as typical (average) only in cases, when the use of a product incompatible with SPC is a common and schematic activity.

The doctrine emphasizes that "the lack of due diligence (provided for a professional) in the case of a physician, can involve the use of a drug in a defective way or to an inappropriate patient as well as the lack of possibility to predict adverse reactions of a drug as a result of a physician’s insufficient knowledge regarding its properties or side effects when they possessed or should have possessed such knowledge. Responsibility for damage caused this way can be assigned to the physician (…), as lack of due diligence is a physician’s fault. A physician (…) will be also responsible in case of prescribing or administering a patient drugs which harm the patient and the physician possessed or should have possessed knowledge on the properties of these drugs" [36]. In terms of the use of medicinal products beyond the SPC, prediction of all and even typical effects of their application is impossible due to the lack of previous drug assessment in terms of the risks associated with its use.

In view of the article 31 section 1 of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist, prior to off-label treatment initiation, a physician should deliver, among others, any information on effects and complications that may be predictable in light of the current medical knowledge, including these of casuistic occurrence. Case law indicates that an obligation to provide information covers normal, predictable, events even of rare occurrence, but impossible to exclude (…), especially those of a dangerous nature for life or health [37].

The delivery of understandable and comprehensive information on off-label treatment provides grounds for patient’s informed consent for treatment [38]. In the judgement of 9.04.2019, the Court of Appeal in Warsaw itemed out that "the right for information – beside the right for consent – is in fact one of the most important elements of the relationship between the health care professional and the patient. Guaranteeing a patient the right to information is condition sine qua non of protection of his autonomy. Thereby the right for information should be treated as an instrument of significant importance (…)" [39]. On the other hand, the Court of Appeal in Warsaw, in the judgement of 19.02.2019, adopted a position that "(…) obligation to provide appropriate information is in fact integrally associated with a physician’s obligations concerning the treatment process alone. Properly fulfilled obligation to inform is a necessary condition for a patient’s expression of legally binding consent (termed as “informed”) for determined treatment; the ineffectiveness of consent due to the lack of delivery of appropriate information affirms the unlawful activities of a physician (…)" [40].

**Conclusions**

Polish law does not refer directly to the admissibility of off-label use of medicinal products, nor includes regulations forbidding to undertake such activities. The physician’s obligation to exercise due diligence should be identified with, among others, the necessity to implement optimal pharmacological therapy in accordance with current medical knowledge. In some cases, optimal therapeutic management is associated with the necessary off-label use of medicinal products. However, the use of treatment beyond SPC provisions should not be the rule, but rather it should be justified by strictly defined conditions. The occurrence of conditions in the form of protection of health and life has particular relevance in a case when off-label products use consists of implementation or continuation of treatment with a product which was not registered in an indication in which it is used, or it is used in an age group not listed in the SPC. Off-label use of drugs should not be identified with an experiment in the understanding of the provisions of the Act on the Profession of Doctor and Dentist due to the
different specificity of both activities, as well as the criteria to be met to undertake each activity.

Due to the nature of off-label therapy, its initiation or continuation requires particularly careful communication to the patient on the possible consequences of the action of the drug administered against the SPC provisions. Considering the number of problems associated with off-label use of drugs and, on the other hand, commonplace nature of such activities, the introduction of legal regulations defining the legitimacy and admissibility of such methods of proceeding is necessary. At the same time, it is necessary to initiate education of health professionals regarding the legal possibilities concerning off-label use of drugs, as well as prescribing beyond registration in line with the guidelines of reimbursement announcement.
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